
LECHER WIRE MEASUREMENTS.
By> S. R. Kantebet.

SYNOPSIS.

na™lMPe-iment• nade -with f x"metre 50,ooo k.c. stationary waves on
nnSal i "T* HSIn? ™"°i« detecting arrangements indicated that the
was oo^ih£ mi! CSharpI^ du6fined and that re^onable accuracywas possible. An account of the apparatus used is given together
with graphs of stationary waves observed. togemer

r;.n AJ"£e iS a^ded relating to the effect of end conditions on reflec-'tion and the production of stationary waves.

EXPERIMENTAL.

fnr fZhe m°winS is a bri.ef account of some experiments carried outfor the purpose of ascertaining the accuracy with which short radS
waves could be measured by simple observations on the distfbution
1 "rna7 WaV6S al°ng Wires- Ifc wiI1 be seen that wave-length o"the order of six-metres 50,000 k.c. may be measured to within at leas
TJart;nf 3°° and ]t is t0 be concluded that methods may bedeveloped-to give very much better results. The main factor Sine
fnT? 1S '?e degre 0f definiteness of the nodal or anTZa^iln the current or voltage distribution. At first it was expected hat
this would be very poor and quite unsuitable for accurate measure
would \Z HT ant;ciPated that the detector deflection when pLttedwould take the orm of a sine squaredcurve giving indefinite maxima
anminima regions. It was observed however, that under thTcond"
t.ons governing these experiments the stationary waves were not
represented by the simple sinusoidal waves expected.
and rhiacPLearnthat a third harmo™c is present in the stationary wavesand thw results in a pronounced increase in the sharpness of the
of thePS chTeqUent]y in the reIiability of ^e measurementsof the distance between nodes. The gain in definiteness to he
expected may be seen from Fig. la which shows a pure sine wave
distribution of current I and also abroken line graph of m» to wWch
the galvanometer deflections should be proportional ThcurreS
nodal region is wide as indicated by the figure and acZrlT.
aTd?trTnr^mP°SSible- °n the othe/hand, slfou dthe wiresSyadd onal stationary waves which correspond to an odd ha monk of
wondndamenlal he^t»cy> such as the third harmonic, the conditionswould then be as shown in Fig. l6 where the fundamenta and
harmonic component waves, shown, dotted, give the resultan current
wave I shown as a full line and (I)* shown as a broken line ?£
narrowing down of the current nodal region is such that reasonSJ
obWdTSrmentSbeCOme P°Ssible The^^SSobtained in the experiments when using a 50-watt valve gene ato



adjusted for 'six-metre's1wave-length. The current distribution",
measured by means of a crystal detector and Weston galvanometer of
the moving coil type, was that given in Table I and Fig. 2 covering
nearly two waves-lengths.

TABLE I.

Current distribution measurements. (Crystal detector and
galvanometer.)

Distance Galvanometer Distance Galvanometer Distance Galvanometer

feet deflection feet deflection feet deflection

0-0 5-0 12-0 0-2 24-0 35-0

0-5 3-2 12-5 6-0 24-5 36-1

1-0 2-2 130 20-0 250 370

1-5 10 13-5 350 25-5 36-5

2-0 00 14-0 37-1 26-0 36-0

2-5 3-3 14-5 36-0 26-5 34-4

30 5-0 15-0 35-1 27-0 320

3-5 30-1 15-5 34-0 .. 27-5 32-9

40 34-0 16-0 33-0 28-0 350

4-5 35-2 16-5 31-9 28-5 356

5-0 350 17-0 30-1 29-0 37-0

5-5 33-0 17-5 320 29-5 .36-5

6-0 29-1 18-0 34-0 30-0 34-0

6-5 29-0 18-5 36-2 30-5 23-0

70 30-1 19-0 37-0 31-0 6-0

7-5 32-5 19-5 35-5 31-5 40

8-0 340 20-0 30-5 32-0 0-6

8-5 34-6 20-5 150 -32-5 3-2

90 36-0 210 20 33-0 110

9-5 35-0 21-5 1-2 33-5 14-2

10-0 28-0 22-0 01 34-0 19-0

10-5 17-0 22-5 4-0 34-5 '25-1
11-0 3-0 23-0 161 35-0 29-2

11-5 1-8 23-5 30-0 35-5
36-0

31-0
32-0

In Fig. 2 the galvanometer deflection is plotted to a distance
base representing the actual positions of the detecting instrument as
it was moved along the Lecher wires, closed at source and open at
end. The presence of a third harmonic is most marked and the
resulting increase in sharpness observed bears out the above state
ments. The four nodal points were ten feet apart (^. = 20 ft. = 6-i
metres) and it was observed that a movement of the detector one
centimetre on either side of the node produced a change in deflection
which could be distinguished with certainty.1 The error therefore
was less than 2 cms. in 610 cms. for these waves of 6-10 metres length.

A somewhat similar distribution curve, having even more
pronounced central depressions, has been obtained by Messrs. G.

1 The galvanometer current at a point one centimetre on either side of the node varied
between 2 and 4-5 micro-amperes.
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Lamm:and'Ei Graham1 ih-whose experiments the Lecher wires were
-joined.at. one end and,the high-frequency E. M. F. induced at a point
near the other end where the wires were connected together through
a resistance the value of which was adjusted by triaj to produce
symmetrical stationary waves.

Alternative methods of detecting the nodal points were also tried ;
in the first case a neon tube (Osglim lamp) in series with a ioo to 150
volt biasing battery was connected across the wires. Maximum
illumination indicated the potential anti-nodes but it was not found
possible to obtain sufficient accuracy in the measurements. In the
second case the detector consisted of a vacuum thermo-couple2 and
sensitive galvanometer by means of which the results given in Table
II and Fig. 3were obtained. Whilst in agreement with the former
results the latter method was not found as satisfactory as the former
crystal detector method.

TABLE II.

Current distribution measurements. (Thermo-couple and
galvanometer.)

Distance
feet

Galvanometer
deflection

00 5-5

0-5 4-5

10 3-0

1-5 1-4

20 0-5

2-5 08

30 30

3-5 61

40 9-4

4-5 120

50 14-5

5-5 15-7

6-0 16-2

6-5 16-0

70 15-5

7-5 158

80 163

85 166

90 17-2

k9'5 180

10:0 18-5

10-5 16-0

11-0 11-0

11-5 9-5

Distance

feet

12-0

12-5
13-0
13-5
140
14-5
15-0
15-5
160
165
17-0
175
180
185
190
195
200
205
210
21-5
220
22-5
230
23-5

Galvanometer
deflection

60
4-7

30
3-2

38
50
80

11-2

14-5
160
172
15-8
15-0
14-2
12-5
130
16-1
16-3
13-0

11-1
5-5
40

3-5
40

Distance
feet

240

24-5
250
25-5
26-0
265
27-0
27-5
28-0
285
290

29-5
300
30-5

310
31-5
320
32-5
330

33-5
340
34-5
35-0
35-5
360

Galvanometer

deflection

52
80

10-5
12-9
15-0
16-5
17-0
16-6
15-0
13-5
12-5
130
13-0
14-0
12-1

9-4
70
41
30

2-8
3-6
5-0
8-1

10-2
121

*Wireless World and Radio Reviciv, 1924, 15, 433. . .*eVm^bridgeTstTument thermocouple, heater 38 a>; Weston pomter galvanometer,
resistance 8co, full scale deflection of 30 divisions for 0'6 milliamp.



The Lecher wire system used was adjustable in length and
consisted °j. two No. 18L..S.W,G, bare copper wires about 36. feet.
Jong stretched tightly between porcelain insulators about 4 feet above
the tiled floor of the laboratory. The wires were connected together
in the form of a loop at one end, which served to couple the system to
the anode circuit of the 50-watt valve generator,'the other ends being
open-circuited, as shown in Fig. 2.

Some rough experiments were next made to study the effect of
proximity of the earth, etc., and the observations of previous experi
menters were more or less corroborated. No change in the position
ot nodal points was observed when tables holding apparatus were
brought within a few inches of the wires, although the deflections
were reduced. The presence of iron masses was found to have a
great ertect; The coupling to the generator '̂was changed con
siderably without alteration of the nodal points within the limits of
observation.

It was also ascertained that for the constant length the diameter of
the Lecher wires could be changed from 2-03 mm. to 1-21 mm. and
the distance apart changed from 2 to 5cms. without appreciable
alteration in the nodal points as was to be expected.x -

Prior to making the measurements described, the wave-leneth
was estimated by the following rough methods :—

1. The 50-watt valve generator shown infig. 2 has a tuned
anode circuit comprising the grid-plate inter-electrode capacity
estimated from dimensions to be 10 to 20 micro-micro-farads, and a
single turn coil having an inductance calculated2 to be 490 cms
The corresponding wave-length is x = 50-6 <£ x~C~ -a-o tn e-n
metres. 5 cms cmfd-4 2 to 5 9

q w r\ Ashort-waXe detector consisting of a single turn of No. 14
b.W.G. bare copper wire connected to the terminals of a o-i milli-
micro-farad variable air condenser to which were connected in series a
crystal and a moving-coil pointer type micro-ammeter as shown in
$'\'a t blS dete5t0/ l00Sely COUPled ^ the valve generator-andadjusted for maximum deflection, observations were made using four

sizes of the coupling coil with the results given in Table III.

»The inductance ofa pair of parallel wires is proportional, and the capacity inversely
proportional to, log g^ where Dis the distance apart and dthe diameter of the wires.

8 Bulletin ofthe Bureau ofStandards, No. .4, p. 150.
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UiarneU-r of Loop
in comlnioiroil

Si)

10

5

2-5

TABLE.. 11,1, .

Ciilculntod Influctouco
In micro-honrloti

40

•59

•25

103

Rail ranted capacity
In Mfda.

0-03 X 10"

198 ,,

'339 ,,

•683 ,,

Culculated
wave-length in metres

65

63
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FORMATION OF STATIONARY WAVES.

The formation of stationary waves on wires.—The possibility
of forming pronounced stationary waves on Lecher wires depends
upon the length of the system and the end conditions, i.e., whether
the ends form an open-circuit or are conductively connected. Two
types of reflection are encountered, one with reversal of the magnetic
field only and the other with reversal of the electric field only,
corresponding to the cases of non-conducting and conducting ends
respectively.

Reflection at ends.—Consider a system of wires AB, Fig. 5, to
have a pulse of potential induced at the end A, the lines of electric
strain indicated by arrows gliding along the wires in the plane of
the paper towards B. On arriving at B, if the energy associated with
the electro-magnetic wave is not entirely absorbed, reflection takes
place in one of the following ways :—

Case I. Open ends at B.—Tbe electric charge travelling along
the wires to the end B ' piles up ' and as the electric lines accumulate
because they cannot leave the wires, their momentum and mutual
repulsion cause them to spread out as they come to rest. The
magnetic field due to the movement of the electric field thus dies out

•and in so doing gives rise to fresh electric lines which double the
electric field density at B. In this way the difference of potential at
B is enhanced. A wave is reflected towards the end A owing to the
contraction of the electric lines which are in tension. Apart from any
radiated field, the mass of strain lines moves back towards A and in
so doing causes new magnetic lines of opposite sign to come into
being, and thus the electro-magnetic wave is re-established after-
reflection at the open end B of the system. This is usually referred
to as reflection without reversal of the electric field.



Case II. Ends short-circuited at B.—In this case the lines
.••representing-the electric field, on reaching B, which is a perfectly

conducting path, collapse and reform reversed, thereby generating new
magnetic Tines which double the magnetic density at B, where the
current will be at its maximum value. This magnetic flux in collaps
ing, forms fresh electric lines which re-establish the electro-magnetic
wave which then travels back towards the end A. This is usually
referred to as reflection with reversal of the electric field, and is
indicated in Fig. 6.

For end conditions at B intermediate between case I (open-
circuit) and case II (perfect conductivity), i.e., for definite values of
resistance at the end B, absorption of energy takes place accompanied
by reduced reflection which itself may take place according to either
of the foregoing modes, preponderance of one over the other being
determined by the value of this resistance in comparison with the L
and C constants of the line as shown below.

Stationary waves.—Let it be assumed that timed electric
impulses are supplied at the end A, for instance an alternating
voltage from a continuous wave generator coupled to the system, and
that reflection takes place at the remote end B. The • on-coming '
and ' reflected ' waves in passing each other will coincide at points
\/2 apart, where A. is vfn, thus giving rise to stationary waves of
potential difference or of current, the latter being displaced by ^4
from the former along the same system.

Partial reflection.—The resistance of the path at the reflecting
end B may be that of a short-circuiting bridge, an energy absorbing
device or the circuits of a measuring instrument and its effect upon
the reflection may be stated as follows :—

Let R be the resistance at the end B and Z0 be the surge-
impedance1 of the line wires, that is, the equivalent impedance by
which the whole line may be replaced without altering the current in

the zeroth section of the line itself, and which "approximates to sj -~'

in cases where inductance predominates over resistance.

The reflection taking place is expressed numerically by k * (R —
Z0)j(R+Zq) and the following conditions hold :—

{a) 'Open-circuit' at end B, Fig. $.—Because R = oe the
reflection factor k = 1-o and complete reflection without reversal takes

1 C P. Steinmetz, ' Transient electrical oscillations.'



place with the formation of apotential' loop ' or anti-node at the end
B.

(6) 'Short-circuit' at end B, Fig. 6-Because R=o the
reflection factor k= - ro and complete reflection with potential .
reversal takes place with the formation of a potential node at the end
B.

U) 'Resistance path ' at end B.—UR>ZQ or R< Z0 then k
is apositive or anegative fraction and partial reflection takes place
On account of the energy loss in the resistance the amplitudes of the
stationary waves are generally less than in cases {a) and {o).

Id) 'Perfect absorption' at end B.—U R=Z0 then k=o and
no reflection takes place as the energy arriving at B is completely
absorbed by the resistance path with the result that stationary waves
are not produced.

It is evident that the exact arrangement of the conductor system
including the conditions at the ends and the presence of measuring
Circuits, must be taken into account when attempting to deduce
results from experimental observations made upon stationary waves.

It is also to be noted that in such a conductor system as that
shown in Figs. 5and 6, a second reflection with reversal takes place at
thltndA on account of the highly conducting path, and in order that
this second reflected wave may synchronise with an educed wave
from the source, the length of the conductors must be adjusted for
correct phasing of the new and the reflected waves.

The propagation of electro-magnetic waves on well-insulated
wires of negligible resistance and leakance is determined by the
opacity Cand inductance Lper unit length of the pair of conductors
and is represented by the equation

d2V
C.L.

d2V

dx2 dt2

where Vrepresents voltage at adistance xand at time I. Integrating,
V^cosA{x+-^=). _

2tt^CL\

*

Substituting (x+ ^) for xwith tconstant, or (t+ —:— . for /
A' " ' A '

with x constant, the value of V remains unchanged, showing that

•J. A. Fleming,
Conductors.'

Propagation of Electric Currents in Telephone and Telegraph



values- of Vrepeatut space intervals \ = '̂and^time;': intervals

T=—-£—• Therefore the velocity of propagation u=- = l
T~ VLC

The following relations between the length of the conductors and
wave-length hold :—

'Open-circuit' at B.—Thus if a continuous E.M F of
frequency n is applied to the joined ends (at A) of a pair of wires of

length (each) /=£—^=^astationary wave of the form indicated
in Fig. 7 will be set up and the system is said to be oscillating at its
fundamental frequency.

A positive P.D. applied at A will cause a wave to glide along
the wire to B where reflection without reversal takes place The
unreversed reflected wave returns to the origin A which it reaches
in half a period after having left it. AtA it is again reflected this time
with reversal, so that it is now in exact phase with the negative
impulse from the source.

Thus the impressed E.M.F. causes.the waves reflected to and
fro to grow until the energy losses in the System exactly consume the
energy input from the source, after which stationary waves are
maintained along the conductor having aconstant amplitude at agiven
point. Stationary waves of the above type, i.e., without potential
reversal at B, are also formed when the length of each wire is an odd
multiple of - and the system is then said to be oscillating at a
harmonic of its fundamental wave-length.

' Closed circuit' at B.—ln this case reflection at the end B takes
place with reversal and the fundamental stationary wave for the given
frequency can be obtained only by doubling the wire length, so that
/=-, the distance between the node and anti-node still being -,
and the shape of the potential distribution being that shown in Fig. 8.

In this case the potential wave undergoes reflection with reversal
at both ends A and B, and in order that the reflected wave may be
correct in phase after reflection at A, it is necessary for half a cycle to
elapse during its passage from B back to A.»

*A pair of wires of length \ and short-circuited at both ends, although unable to
resonate at fundamental frequency, may carry stationary waves corresponding to the seronrtharmomc of the impressed voltage if the latter is not asimple harSwate
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-•••• -Thus the.length of each wire must be an...integral, multiple, of -

for producing standing waves when both ends are closed.

It is to be noted that even with all the conditions as to length
fully satisfied, there can be no stationary waves formed when the ends
of the conductors are connected together through a resistance

R
L-VZ^^ts/^,, the surge impedance of the wires, because all the

energy supplied is absorbed and reflection is completely suppressed.

A further case of interest is that in which the conductors are
several wave-lengths long. At each point of maximum current, e.g.,

at - from the perfect conducting bridge at B, the addition of a

perfectly conducting bridge does not alter the waves in form- or
position. It might be thought that an outgoing wave from A on
reaching B (Fig. 9), would experience complete reflection with
reversal, so that no effect would be observed between BY and B2 or B2
and B.

Such is not the case, however, because the portion B1 to Bz of
the circuit would act as a low resistance path to any change of flux,
should the field collapse in the bridge Bx. Consequently reflection
does not take place at the intermediate bridges Blf B2, etc., but only at
the final bridge B, as is found by experiment.

The introduction of a resistance path of surge impedance value
for the purpose of suppressing reflection gives a method of eliminating
the distortion of stationary waves in cases where undesired reflections
may arise. Examples of the employment of such resistances are
found in measuring circuits and in some receiving aerial circuits, such
as the ' Beverage '' antenna designed for directional reception. '3fn
its simple form such an aerial consists of two horizontal conductors,
the lower one of which may be the conducting earth, arranged as
shown in Fig. 10, with ends joined at B which provides coupling to
the receiving amplifier. At the remote end A the conductors are

joined by a non-inductive resistance, having the value R = fij •„•>

which constitutes a practically perfect damper or absorber of energy.

Electric waves arriving at A in the direction shown by the arrow,
provided they have a horizontal component, induce a voltage between

1 J. Amer. Inst. Elec. Eng., 1923, 42, 261.
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the conductors which builds up towards the receiver end B where it
is detected.-•• -.:-- .- --<-.-, •-•:.-. -.:••.-:: -.-.--.•..-.-

Waves coming from the opposite direction cause a similar build
ing .up_of voltage towards the remote end A, but on account of
absorption in the surge impedance these waves are not reflected back
to the receiver end B, with the result that this aerial has good direc
tional properties.

Before concluding, the writer wishes to acknowledge his indebted
ness to Prof. J. K. Catterson-Smith, for his help and suggestions.

Department of Electrical Technology,
Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore.

[Accepted, 29-4-25.]

Printed and published by Georje Kenneth at the Diocesan Press, Post Box 453. Madras.-1925 C8812.
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